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1. Introduction
The cognitive psychological approach in text comprehension suggests that the internal
variables of the reader hold a primary role in text comprehension, such as his personal
goals, interests and pre-existing knowledge. However, cognitive science does not ignore the
influence of the text form, in which factors such as text cohesion and logical coherence of
facts presented have been proved to be significant elements that facilitate its comprehension
(DeCorte et al., 1982). Recent discussions, directions and research results on text
comprehension concern the structural analysis of science texts and cognitive aspects of text
elements, such as causal relationships between text elements. Different studies on text
comprehension have focused their interest on the sentence structure presented by the text
(Brown & Day, 1983; Kintsch, 1998). Sentence structure of a text could be organized on the
basis of hierarchy in order to allow the importance of sentences in the text to be revealed
(Van Dijk, & Kintsch, 1983). In approaching text comprehension, researchers examine issues
that focus on assisting comprehension through text summarization (Brown & Day, 1983) by
improving text coherence (McNamara, 1996; Kintsch, 1998; Graesser & Tipping, 1999) or
assisting the design of the text form and text activities (Baudet & Denhière, 1992).
Text comprehension theory of Baudet & Denhière, supports that readers build mental
representations of information contained in the text during the comprehension process.
Primary role should be attributed to the understanding of cognitive categories such as
entity, state, event and action as well as temporal and causal relationships connecting these
structures (Leon & Penalba, 2002). This consideration deals with text comprehension as the
attribution of meanings to causal and temporal connections between occurrences in the text.
Furthermore, the organization and structure of cognitive representation should involve
three system types: relational system, transformational system and teleological system and
should be examined on micro and macro-levels (Baudet & Denhière, 1992). The design of
the structure of text activities is important in order to enhance learning in an educational
system.
In order to make the information in such activities available to target users (students,
teachers, researchers, authors, educators) new efforts have emerged to bring together novel
methodologies and technologies. Authoring such activities demands an authoring system
which involves knowledge acquisition, design process and managing a large amount of
complex information. Authoring tools offer the appropriate structure and guide authors to
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import and elaborate educational material (text, questions, dialogues etc.). Researchers have
been investigated Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) with authoring tools almost since the
beginning of ITS research and authoring systems have been built (Koedinger & Anderson,
1995; Schultz et al., 2003). An authoring tool is a generalized framework along with a user
interface that allows non programmers to formalize their knowledge (Koedinger &
Anderson, 1995; Ritter & Blessing, 1998; Wong & Chan, 1997). Part of authoring an ITS is the
systematic decomposition of the subject matter into a set of related text elements. Each
authoring system provides tools or cues which assist the author in this process of breaking
down and elaborating the content to the necessary level of detail according to an
instructional model. There are intelligent adaptive hypermedia systems like CALAT
(Muray, 2003) and GETMAS (Wong & Chan, 1997) that their functions overlap those from
both the above categories. There are also expert systems, like Dempndtr8 (Blessing, 2003),
IRIS-tutor (Arruarte et al., 2003) which include rule-based cognitive models of problem
solving expertise and observe learner behaviour in order to build a learner model.
In this chapter we outline the process of structuring technical text educational material with
questions and dialogue activities for text comprehension in the educational environment of
ReTuDiS (Reflective Tutorial Dialogue System), using its’ authoring tool, ReTuDiSAuth. The
technical text presented as an example concerns “Local Network Operation”. Authors are
guided to organize and structure text and activities involving the relational,
transformational and teleological system and make descriptions on micro and macro-levels.
The system supports text comprehension using questions and dialogue activities, adapted to
different learner profiles. In this work we also report on evaluation results of the use of
ReTuDiSAuth as an authoring tool.

2. Text Comprehension Theory
Ιn order to examine the representation constructed by learners during the comprehension
process of a text, primary role should be attributed to the understanding of the cognitive
categories entity, state, event and action (Baudet & Denhière, 1992). The term entity refers to
the atoms, units or persons participating in the representation structure. The term state
describes a situation in which no change occurs in the course of time. The term event refers
to an effect, which causes changes but is not provoked by human intervention. The event
can be coincidental or provoked by human intervention, e.g. by a machine. An action causes
changes but is originating by a man but is originating by a human intervention. Text
comprehension is considered as the attribution of meaning to causal connections between
occurrences in the text. Learners compose a representation of the text, which contains the
cognitive categories: entity, state, event and action. For the interpretation of learners’
cognitive processes their discourse is analysed, in order to trace the recognition (or not) of
the cognitive categories.
Furthermore, text analysis in relation to the cognitive categories does not suffice (Baudet &
Denhière, 1992). The organization and structure of cognitive representation should involve
three system types: relational system, transformational system and teleological system.
•
The relational system represents a state in which there are entities of the possible world
and no change occurs in the course of time, whereas part to whole relations define a
hierarchy in the structure of the system.
•
The transformational system represents complex events of the world or events’
sequences which provoke transformation of static states. When a transformational
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system is causal then it is described as a causal path between events. When it is
temporal the changes are temporal. Part to whole relations between events and macroevents define a hierarchy in the system.
•
The teleological system is organized in a tree of goals and sub-goals and within a time
period its’ initial state, defined by the present entities, their relations and the values of
their properties, changes turning into a final state performing in that way the
predefined goal.
The organization and structure of cognitive representation should also be examined on
micro and macro-levels. Mental representations capture elements of the surface text, of the
referential meaning of the text, and of the interpretation of the referential meaning, thus
constructing a micro-world of characters, objects, spatial settings, actions, events, feelings
etc. The person who reads a text gradually constructs the microstructure of the text
representation, i.e. the states, event and compound actions of the world described in the text
as well as the time and causal relationships that interlock those structures.
On a micro-level scale, in order a person, to be able to explain the operation of a technical
system, has to construct a representation of the “natural flow of things”, where every new
event should be causally explained by the conditions of events which have already
occurred. The creation of a text that allows a precise description of a technical system and
facilitates readers in constructing its microstructure representation must involve: (a) the
description of the units that constitute the system based on the causal relationship which
unites them and (b) the description of event sequence taking place in these units in respect
of the cause affecting them as well as of the changes they bring to the state of the system.
On macro-level, the development of the macrostructure by readers is achieved through the
reconstruction of the microstructure and the establishment of a hierarchical structure with
goals and sub-goals. The creation of a text which facilitates readers in constructing its
macrostructure representation for a system must involve the teleological hierarchical
structure of goals and sub-goals of the various operations as well as their implications.

3. Authoring Tools
ITS authoring is both a design process and a process of knowledge articulation. While
authoring tools are becoming more common and proving to be increasingly effective they
are difficult and expensive to build. Authoring tools use methods to achieve the following
goals (Ainsworth et al., 2003) a) decrease the effort of authoring (time and cost), b) allow
others to take part in the design process c) help the author articulate or organize his domain
knowledge d) support good design principles concerning the pedagogy and the interface
and e) allow quick evaluation cycles.
Authoring tools achieve the above goals using various of methods. Authoring systems use
methods to simplify and automate authoring and knowledge acquisition. Part of authoring
an ITS is the systematic decomposition of the subject matter into a set of related elements,
for example a hierarchy. Each authoring system provides tools or cues which assist the
author in this process of breaking down and elaborating the content to the necessary level of
detail according to an instructional model.
Authoring tools allow non-programmers to build tutors by incorporating a particular model
or framework to scaffold the task (Muray, 2003). Learner modelling process requires making
certain choices, and it is in these choices that the learning process is located (Kay, 2001). We
do not learn much from looking at a model, we learn from models by building them and
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using them (Jonassen, 2004; Morgan, 1999). Learning from building models involves finding
out what elements fit together in order to represent the world of the model. The design of
dialogue activities for adaptive learning supported by appropriate authoring tools attracts
the interest of many researchers and educators in inventing new methodologies for effective
teaching and learning. The authoring process activates authors to decompose the subject
matter into a set of related elements to discover what elements fit together in order to
represent a concept, for example a hierarchy. The authoring process, as a process of
choosing, organizing, structuring and linking educational material becomes a process of
learning.
Authoring tools for text comprehension have to discover and offer mechanisms which help
authors design activities for the diagnosis of learners’ difficulties in comprehending texts.
They offer the appropriate structure and guidance in order the author to be able to import
and elaborate educational material (text, questions, dialogues etc.). There has been a
growing concern about scientific text comprehension (Brown & Day, 1983). Efficient
teaching and learning requires that educators should be familiar with the difficulties which
learners are likely to face.
3.1 ReTuDiS System
ReTuDiS is a diagnosis and open learner modelling tutorial dialogue system for text
comprehension. The system infers learners’ cognitive profile in order to construct and revise
the learner model with the learners’ participation (Tsaganou et al., 2004). ReTuDiS consists
of two parts: the Diagnosis part and the Dialogue part.
The diagnosis part of ReTuDiS approaches learner’s text comprehension supporting the
theory of Baudet & Denhière that learner’s representation of the text contains the cognitive
categories: event, state and action (Baudet & Denhière, 1992). The system engages learners
in an activity which includes reading comprehension of text and answering question-pairs
by selecting between given alternative answers. Learners’ answers are used for diagnosing
learners’ text comprehension. Learners have to study all the text to comprehend it and select
answers from the given alternative answers, in order to express their position on certain
issues and support it by a justification. The diagnosis part infers learners’ cognitive profile
and his learner model.
The underlying theory beyond the dialogue part of ReTuDiS is the Theory of Inquiry
Teaching (Collins, 1987). ReTuDiS approaches dialogue activities based on theories of
dialogue management, strategies, tactics and plans which promote reflection in learning.
The dialogue part is based on the learners’ cognitive profile, inferred by the diagnosis part,
the learners’ answers to question-pairs and the selected dialogue strategy offered by the
system. The dialogue part of ReTuDiS engages the learner in personalized reflective
dialogues in order to revise the learner model with the participation of the learner
(Tsaganou et al., 2004). The dialogue generator activates the appropriate for the learner
sequence of dialogue-parts, and using the dialogue plan, dynamically constructs the
individualized learning dialogue.
3.2 ReTuDiSAuth
ReTuDiSAuth, the authoring tool of system ReTuDiS, offers an environment that lays out
the appropriate parameters an author needs to define. The authoring tool supports users
registered as teachers or administrators. Teachers have the authority to create new activities
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or edit existing ones. Administrators of the system have the authority to manage the base of
the users of the ReTuDiS and the educational material. The environment offers the tools and
the shell (Figure 1). The tools, which add interactivity to the system and support authors to
import educational material, are the following:
Text fields. These fields are designed to help authors enhance their own educational material
into the system for example, titles of activities, texts, questions.
Pop-up menus. The menus are designed to help authors select from predefined by the teacher
or by the system values or defaults such as: categories of activities, characterizations of
answers, teaching strategies.
The knowledge base. This data base includes the educational material of text, questions, and
dialogues.
Association buttons. They are buttons designed to help authors establish causal relationships
between text elements such as text-unities and make associations such as between
educational material and learners’ profiles, teaching strategies and learners’ profiles,
learners’ profiles and dialogue plans.
Guidance tips. They are information tips designed to support the author by giving back the
appropriate feedback to his actions that is confirmation or not of the completion of each
step.
Administrative tools. These tools are for managing the lists of users, the roles of the users
(teachers or students), the categories of activities, the activities, reports on carried out
activities (log files for each student).

Figure 1. The ReTuDiSAuth: Tools for structuring and elaborating a dialogue activity
The shell delivers the educational material according to the instructions generated by the
author using the tools in combination with its predetermined defaults. A semantic
network is created by the author using the association buttons. The nodes of the network
represent the elements of the material and the branches represent possible paths followed
by the learner while participating in instructional activities. While delivering the
educational material to a learner in a specified manner the shell constructs his learner
model. The values of the learner model change over the activity course as the learner
participates in dialogues.
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4. Text Structuring with RETUDISAuth
School and university text-books usually include texts not structured according to any
theory of text comprehension. Authors of such texts usually ignore micro and macro
structure. Research held with participation of 60 students studying Didactics of Informatics
in the Department of Informatics and Telecommunications, University of Athens during the
academic year 2006-2007, asked students to select texts and write questions for text
comprehension (Tsaganou & Grigoriadou, 2008). The research results indicated that selected
texts embody mainly descriptions of micro structure, whereas descriptions of macro
structure were very poor or fragmentary. On the other hand, questions reported by the
students included descriptions of macro structure.
Structuring a text is a demanding process. The text should be organized and structured in
order to include descriptions on micro and macro-level representation of the knowledge
domain. Since this is difficult, authors can lie heavy on the construction of the appropriate
questions about the text. ReTuDiSAuth involves the author in the following processes
concerning text, questions and dialogue structure (Tsaganou et al., 2004; Grigoriadou &
Tsaganou, 2007).
Text structure
The author selects the text from a text-book and identifies the cognitive categories. He
separates the text in sections, each of which represents a cognitive category and gives a
phrase as a title for every section. Titles help in organizing the structure of the questions and
dialogues activities. The author specifies the cognitive categories involved and the number
of them. For example, in case of technical text are used four cognitive categories: entity,
state, event and action. In case of historical text have been used three cognitive categories:
state, event and action (Tsaganou et al, 2004; Grigoriadou et al., 2005; Grigoriadou &
Kanidis, 2003).
Questions with alternative answers
For every section the author submits simple questions or question-pairs to the system and
the related alternative answers. The first question in a question-pair is related to the section
and the learner’s alternative answer concerning this question is declared to the system as
position. The second question is related to the learner’s justification concerning a position
and is declared to the system as justification. Position and justification represent the causal
relationships in the text. Each question or question–pair refers to a description on microlevel of the relational system: (a) description of units that constitute the system, (b)
description of part to whole relations connecting system units and (c) description of static
states of the units. Or to a description of the transformational system: (a) description of
events and events’ sequence taking place in these units, (b) description of causal and
temporal relationships between events and the changes bringing on the static states. The
teleological system includes description of the system on macro-level throughout a “tree” of
predefined goals and sub-goals for every transformation of the system from one state to
another.
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Local Network Operation
A computer network is often classified as being either a local area network (LAN), a
metropolitan area network (MAN) or a wide area network (WAN). Another means of
classifying networks is based on the topology of the network, which refers to the pattern in
which the machines are connected. Three popular topologies are: (1) bus, in which the
machines are connected to a common communication line called a bus, (2) ring, in which
the machines are connected in circular fashion and (3) star, in which one machine serves as
a central focal point to which all the others are connected.
A bus topology is designed with each node connected directly to a high-data speed bus.
Nodes communicate across the network by passing packets of data through the bus (they
read and write data -in the form of packets). Packets placed on the bus, transfer messages to
nodes. A message includes the receiver’s address, which specifies the network address of
the target node. A node watches the bus continuously and reads the target address of each
packet. After that, the node compares the address with its own, and if they are the same,
then reads the message of the packet, otherwise ignores it. When a node is ready to
broadcast a message, waits until the bus is free and then begins passing it to the bus. If a
node uses the bus it watches it and can be aware of any other node using the bus at the
same time. In that case both nodes stop using the bus waiting until one of them accidentally
attempts to us it. When a limited number of packets are simultaneously transmitted
throughout the bus, them this competence strategy is successful. The bus topology network
can work even in case of disconnection of a node (Brookshear, 2005) …..

Question 1 (Identification of local network units).
1) In a local network which of the following is a node.
•
A server
•
A packet
•
A bus
Question 2 (Identification of events and events’ sequence).
2a) In a bus topology network, what happens in case there is an interruption (a cut off) of
the bus. Select one of the following answers.
•
the network crashes (non scientific)
•
the network continuous to work properly (towards scientific)
•
the network is divided into two independent networks each one working properly
(scientific)
2b) Justify your answer by selecting one of the following answers.
•
because all nodes are connected with the bus and they cannot communicate if there is a
cut off (non scientific)
•
because all nodes have spare connections between each other that can operate without
the bus (towards scientific)
•
because a bus network needs only a central bus to connect the nodes to (scientific)

Figure 2. Text fragment and questions with alternative answers given by a student
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In Figure 2, Question 1 is related to description of units that constitute the local network
system (relational system). Question 2 is related to description of events taking place in the
system, relationships between events and the changes bringing from one state to another
(transformational system).
Dialogue structure
Defining argument completeness. For every question-pair the combination of the learner’s
position and the corresponding justification constitutes the learner’s argument. Arguments
are classified as complete, when both position and justification are scientific. Otherwise the
argument is non-complete. The author defines the different degrees of argument
completeness. Possible values of argument completeness are: complete, almost complete,
intermediate, nearly incomplete and incomplete.
Forming dialogues. The author creates a library consisting of specific dialogue-parts for all
combinations of possible answers and associates them with the corresponding answers.
Each specific dialogue-part is designed to remedy a particular learning difficulty. The
specific dialogue-parts are dependent on the specific text. The specific dialogue-parts of
different types are associated with predefined and embedded in the system dialogue tactics
Forming dialogue tactics. Dialogue tactics, inspired by the general teaching strategies
(Collins, 1987; Graesser, 2001), are hints or Socratic-style dialogues. Tactics correspond to
different levels of dialogue concerning the specific subject matter and involve learners in
activities which promote reflection. The author defines the dialogue tactics which have the
following forms: (a) picks positive or negative examples, (b) picks counterexamples, (c)
generates hypothesis, (d) makes learner to form hypothesis, (e) makes learner to test
hypothesis, (f) entraps the learner, (g) traces consequences to a contradiction or faulty
knowledge of a learner and (h) promotes questioning authority.
Selecting dialogue strategy. The choice of the dialogue strategy is decided in the beginning.
Example of a strategy embedded in the system is the following (Grigoriadou et al., 2005):
“The system sorts learners’ argument classifications in a list according to decreasing degree
of argument completeness. The tutorial dialogue begins with a discussion about the unity
for which the learner seems to face less learning difficulties. The system generates the
sequence of dialogue-parts for this unity. Then the system prepares the next dialogue-part,
based on the results of the previous dialogue-part”.
Selecting dialogue tactics. Predefined dialogue tactics are accessed throughout a pop-up
menu. The author selects a predefined dialogue tactic and formulates the dialogue-part.
Planning dialogue. For the selected teaching strategy and depending on the learner profile
the system constructs the initial dialogue plan for the learner. The system uses: (a) the
general dialogue-parts, which include typical dialogue-parts, concerning participation of the
learner in dialogue, encouragement, motivation, agreement or not with the system,
guidance etc. and (b) the specific dialogue-parts that were previously entered by the author
according to the appropriate dialogue goals and tactics. During entering the author has
made the appropriate associations between contradicting answers (contradictions between
learner’s position and his justification concerning causal relationships in the text) and
dialogue-parts for all possible combination of answers. So as, the system becomes able to
initiate the dialogue and generate dynamically the appropriate dialogue in response to the
learners’ feedback during the dialogue process.
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Defining learners’ profiles. Learners can be described as belonging to one of a set of authordefined learner profiles taking into account the number of learner’s arguments with high
degree of argument completeness.

5. Evaluation
Formative evaluation, concerning the use of ReTuDiSAuth for text structuring, was
conducted with the participation of 26 postgraduate students and 6 experts in informatics
domain at the University of Athens. Evaluation aimed at further revisions, modifications
and improvements of ReTuDiSAuth as well as of ReTuDiS system (Muray, 2003). The
participants were given explanations about the aims of the authoring tool.
Students were asked to participate in the evaluation process and perform representative
tasks: (a) to prepare source material text and questions with alternative answers of their
choice and (b) to use the system for the construction of dialogue activities. Each student
proposed a two pages text, three question- pairs with alternative answers involving causal
relationships and specific dialogues-parts.
Experts used the material proposed by the students in order to identify and comment issues
concerning specific problems or deficiencies users face in formulating learning goals,
questions and tutoring dialogues and the educational benefits of the process.
Both students and experts were given a questionnaire and commented about usability,
learnability and efficiency:
•
the depth to which the system can infer a learner’s knowledge, respond accordingly
and teach
•
if the system can support dialogue activities on different knowledge domains
•
how easy non-programmers can learn to use the system
•
how quickly a trained user can construct questions and dialogue activities
•
the amount of resources needed to construct questions and dialogue activities
Moreover, experts were asked to comment about:
•
how much the underlying instructional model of the system constrains the author
•
the sources of teaching and domain expertise
•
the level of expertise /background of the target authors.
In general, most of the experts faced minor difficulties in using the interface. Experts spent
more time to overcome difficulties in structuring the text and matching text paragraphs with
cognitive categories. Experts commended about the quantity and the quality of questions
made by the students. They identified as beneficial the method used for training students,
which may be potential teachers, for the improvement of their authoring skills for textbased dialogue activities.

6. Conclusions
Research results of the effectiveness of ReTuDiSAuth environment as an authoring tool for
structuring educational text material were presented. Students experimented in the
environment and designed text, questions and dialogue activities that promote learners’
reflection. Evaluation got hold of representative users: graduate students and experts.
We explored the role of the learner in authoring environment. Analysis of the current study
indicated that authoring makes students improve their authoring skills and become familiar
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with text structuring and question constructing. Educational benefit of this process was the
way the environment easily allowed students to add educational material by taking
advantage of the system’s interactive features. Experts found the system appropriate for the
education of postgraduate students as teacher and authors, by offering them considerable
power to construct appropriate domain material, create effective learning environments and
test their own teaching strategies.
Currently, we are exploring improvement of the system concerning direct specification of
causal connections between text elements during text structuring. Moreover, as ReTuDiS
does offer significant advantages for classroom use and generate important learning
outcomes, we plan further research into the evaluation of the system in complex classroom
conditions and compare results in different knowledge domains.
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